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Abstract

Exhaustive exploration of the alignments between

two molecules using subROCS provides superior

virtual screening performance compared to single

point alignments in ROCS. Here we compare the

time consuming approach in subROCS and the

faster but less effective ROCS to the random

selection of overlay positions.

We hope to be able to identify a level of random

sampling that exceeds ROCS’ performance, possibly

equaling subROCS, but requires shorter run-times.

Figure 1: Centre of mass (CoM) alignment in ROCS.

Results

• 20 random alignments ≡ subROCS.

• Substantial time saving (5-7x faster).

• Less CAN be more.
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Figure 3 shows the aggregate results using AUC as

the figure of merit for different approaches to

alignment; default (ROCS), random starts of 20, 50

and 112 and subROCS.

Calculate effect size and prediction interval v. 

subROCS.

Methods

Molecular alignment and scoring with ROCS has

been used extensively for both virtual

screening/lead finding1 and pose prediction.2 The

overlay mechanism in ROCS begins with a single

alignment between the two molecules being

compared, based on overlaying their centres of

mass (CoM) as shown in Figure 1.

Introduction

Figure 3: The effect of different alignment methods on

virtual screening performance. RS = random starts.

Each method compared uses a different

combination of coordinates for overlay and the

number of alignments.

ROCS (default) – 1 overlay (CoM). 4 alignment

orientations based on principal moments of inertia.

RS_N – N overlays at a randomly selected set of

coordinates. 1 alignment orientation at each

coordinate, selected at random.

subROCS – overlays = number of heavy atoms in

the larger of the two molecules compared + the

CoM alignment. 4 alignment orientations based on

principal moments of inertia.

These data are summarized in Table 1, along with

approximate timings per molecule.

A random walk toward subROCS
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Can less REALLY be more?
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We compared ROCS to two other approaches to

molecular alignment; a fully systematic, exhaustive

approach (subROCS) and random selection of

coordinates for the alignment (RS). We wished to

identify the best trade-off between time and

performance.

Table 1: Number of overlays and number of orientations

per overlay used in ROCS, random starts and subROCS.

Dataset = DUDE.3

Query = crystallographic ligand in DUDE.

Similarity metric = Reference Tversky Combo.

Compare:

subROCS, ROCS and RS_N to determine the

minimum N that maximizes the performance of RS.

Identifying the appropriate number of starting

positions (N) to compare RS_N directly to subROCS

is difficult, since it depends on the relative size of

the query and the database molecules being

aligned. The median heavy atom count (HAC) of the

queries in DUDE is 28; therefore subROCS

performs, at the median, 28 overlays, with 4

orientations at each overlay.

Closest equivalent of subROCS using RS_N:

N = 28 x 4 = 112
Figure 4: Distribution of heavy atom count (HAC) for the

queries in DUDE. Median HAC = 28. The green vertical line is

the median HAC for the actives in DUDE (40).

Conclusions

Cohen’s d Prediction

interval

Time 

(relative)

ROCS 0.2 0.008-0.046 1.0

RS_20 0.03 -0.01-0.001 5.2

RS_50 0.012 -0.006-0.02 13.0

RS_112 0.0007 -0.003-0.003 29.4

Twenty random starts (RS_20) is functionally identical to

ROCS (the difference is highly statistically significant,

but the effect size is almost 0 and the prediction interval

brackets 0). Run time 5-6x lower.

With high confidence: RS_20 ≡ subROCS

Eliminate size bias in DUDE queries.

Query: Randomly selected from the actives. HAC = 

median HAC for its own dataset. 

Problems with the dataset

Figure 4 shows the heavy atom count distribution for

the DUDE queries. The queries clearly are small relative

to the actives they are searching for.

Figure 5: Different alignment methods using a query with

HAC = median of the actives for each dataset. RS = random

starts.

Preliminary analysis provides similar data to that

shown in Table 2, supporting the conclusion that

RS_20 is functionally equivalent to subROCS. Run

time 5-6x lower.

Table 2: Comparison of subROCS with other alignment methods.

Overlays Orients Time per 

mol

ROCS 1 4 0.05 s

RS_N N 1 N x 0.01 s

subROCS HAC 4 ≈  1s

A size bias exists in the DUDE queries.


